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Introduction

The trends under scrutiny, i.e. blogs, podcasts, wikis, social networking websites, search
engines, auction websites, games, VoIP and peer-to-peer services, exploit fully the
connectivity dimension of the Internet to support the networking of people and content. In
addition, the user is an active participant, co-producing content (blog, wiki, Flickr, MySpace),
taste and relevance (Amazon, de.li.cious, Google pagerank), reputation/feedback (eBay,
TripAdvisor), storage /server capacity (P2P), connectivity (wiﬁ sharing, mesh networks) and
collective intelligence (business web2.0). Time Magazines selection last December of You
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( 1) as the person of the year may be viewed as the recognition of the new digital democracy,
of the people behind social computing trends, going mainstream.
The rapid growth of social computing applications, both in terms of number of
users/subscribers and in terms of usage patterns leads to the fact that the phenomenon is
also increasingly being considered by policymakers, both as tool and object for policymaking.
As a tool, it is used to connect to citizens and other stakeholders (e.g. weblogs of European
Commissioners ( 2)) and as an object, it is being considered how social computing could play
a role in information society policies, as for instance is being touched upon in a recent speech
from the European Commissioner responsible for Information Society and Media on “The
Disruptive Force of Web 2.0: how the new generation will deﬁne the future” ( 3).
Research is starting to look at social computing applications, given their exponential diﬀusion
but also and more fundamentally, because they give signs of societal re-engineering
(engendering positive, concrete social outcomes such as the development of friendships,
dating relationships, and collective action, democratisation of innovation ( 4)) and
creative institutional destruction ( 5) (new players emerging, old actors refusing to adapt
disappear).

The exponential growth of social computing applications

An extensive desk-based survey of secondary data (Pascu & all, 2007) carried out since 2005
shows very clearly that the diﬀusion and usage of social computing applications have been
growing dramatically. In many cases the growth is so high that it reminds us of Metcalfe´s
law (square growth of network utility), or even Reed´s version (exponential growth of groupforming networks) ( 6). The service gets better as more people use it. More content leads to
more traﬃc which leads to more edits which generate more content ( 7).
The number of Blogs, for example, have doubled every 5 months for the last 2 years; social
networking websites usage is multiplying year on year; peer-to-peer has become the largest
source of traﬃc on the Internet in 3 years, wikipedia celebrated the publication of its 1.650
millionth English-language article and it maintains a growing base of over 1.5 million
registered users; 100million clips are viewed daily in YouTube; and FON, the wiﬁ-sharing
network, has become the largest wiﬁ network in the world in just one year (see annex ( 1)).
Sometimes this explosive growth is due to the very small starting base (wiﬁ sharing, blogs,
social networking), and, in some cases, it is still more a future projection than a reality (like
podcasts). However, their growth has generally been continuous over the last 3 years, and
cannot be considered just a passing trend. Furthermore, some of these trends have already
reached the mainstream of Internet usage. In terms of penetration, most Internet users rely
on search engines to ﬁnd information, half of them visit social networking websites, and a
very large share visit blogs, use eBay, and make phone calls via VoIP. With regard to
intensity of usage, social networking websites are the most visited websites in terms of page
views, and the largest part of Internet traﬃc by far is peer-to-peer ﬁle sharing.
Some commentators argue that only a minority of users appear to make active use of these
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applications, by writing blogs, contributing to Wikipedia, creating podcast and videos, and
oﬀering goods for sale on eBay. The majority simply “lurks” in the background (Marham,
1998). In most online communities, 90% of users are “lurkers” (i.e. read, observe but don´t
contribute) and only 1% is a “contributor”. Most of Amazon´s reviews are for instance
contributed by a few “top-100″reviewers (less than 1 %).
These ﬁgures are nevertheless a only a snapshot of a highly dynamic phenomenon. Secondly,
one shouldnt underestimate the creative use that the information acquired by passive users
might have inside and outside the virtual space. In fact, increasingly, the behavior of “passive
users” is being explored via technological means, as can be observed for instance, from
Amazon´s recommendation system: “people who bought this book, also bought these other
books”. Otherwise saying, the so called “rear wear” ( 8) eﬀect (i.e. the simple activity of
reading or using leaving enough traces for it to being used anonymously as a way of sharing
preferences and interests) is increasingly seen as a way of exploring the usability of the
community of passive users).

The changing role of users

A particular powerful characteristic of social computing applications is that users are
becoming much more deeply involved in the process of production and service innovation (
9). The distinctive roles of producers and consumers are beginning to blur and even to
merge, that is that people are increasingly both producers and consumers. This idea of the
prosumer is of course not new, as coined by Alvin Toﬄer in 1980 in his book The Third Wave.
What is diﬀerent however, is that now, the idea is becoming reality.
Firstly, the user is a supplier of content. Social computing applications (such blogs, podcast,
wikipedia, YouTube) enable the user to easily publish and share text, audiovisual content,
and contacts (in social networking websites). The relevance of this phenomenon with regard
to the media industry cannot be underestimated. Secondly, the user supports the distribution
of content and service. In peer-to-peer networks and wiﬁ sharing, the user is a provider of the
transport infrastructure and services. Thirdly, the user plays a fundamental role in
ﬁnding/selecting/and ﬁltering the relevant content and services. Search engine ranking relies
on other websites links in order to estimate the relevance of the search; wikis rely on users
to evaluate and select the quality of content; tagging and taste-sharing by users, and ﬁnding
what other users like, is a fundamental way to share and ﬁnd interesting information and
content (like music!) over social networking websites; feedback by users is the basis of the
reputation management system of eBay.
This may lead to a long-term societal trend since in every application mentioned above, the
role of the user is essential to the delivery of the service: in the production, the distribution,
and the selection/retrieval of content and services. A common “dream“ for many
communication technologies seems to become close to reality i.e. that “every sender should
become a receiver and every receiver a sender“ (10).
In addition, users are becoming more powerful in economic terms. The cluetrain manifesto
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(11) noted that “a powerful global conversation has begun. Through the Internet, people are
discovering and inventing new ways to share relevant knowledge with blinding speed. As a
direct result, markets are getting smarterand getting smarter faster than most companies.”
These new areas of innovation lay at the crossroads of an increasingly complex process of
both tacit and codiﬁed knowledge production. As such, we believe they contribute
substantially and directly to shaping the emerging Knowledge Economy and Society. The
Value Map underneath depicts this new dynamics. Figure 1 ( 2).
The reasons for which people are actively contributing go beyond the simple monetary
rewards. Rather, it seems that people are taking up the possibilities of social computing
applications to do things diﬀerently, to things in ways that have not been able before and
that make sense to people. As Benkler (2006) also argues, “Personal computers, camera
phones, audio and video editing software and similar utilities are examples of tools whose
value increases for users as they are enabled to explore new ways to be creative and
productively engaged with others.”.

Towards a new Techno-Economic Paradigm
The spectacular growth of social computing and the changing role of users do seem to
indicate that things are being done diﬀerently. These new dynamics have both a strong social
and economic relevance. The combination of all these factors is leading to what can be
described as a new techno-economic paradigm.

Social relevance

Customers and users are becoming more aware and demanding, thanks to horizontal sharing
of information, mainly through blogs. Information, content and services are increasingly
available for free or at low cost, either thanks to advertising or to piracy, and users are
becoming more selective in what they are ready to pay for. With the help of technical
solutions such as RSS (Really Simple Syndication) and news aggregators, every user is able
to build his/her own personal newspaper. The idea of a “Daily Me” was also put forward by
MIT Media Lab founder Negroponte (1995) in his book Being Digital.
Bloggers are inﬂuencing the way public opinion is shaped, particularly in terms of agenda
setting, and focussing attention on issues which would not otherwise be considered by
mainstream media. Blogs played a major role in the 2004 American elections, and in the “No”
campaign in the French referendum on the EU constitution. For instance, an Internet study
(12) explored the potential inﬂuence of blogs on the referendum and its aftermath (13). The
study showed that the ´ No´ campaign set up by 161 of the 295 sites focusing on the
constitutional debate, helped redress a bias towards the ´ Yes´ campaign in the mainstream
media (14). Figure 2 ( 3)
Moreover, as people become more networked and interconnected through the use of ICTs,
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new forms of social organisation are emerging which are diﬀerent from the ones known in
traditional societies (i.e. social relations based on physical proximity and close social ties
such as the extended family ones). These issues echo the ongoing debate in social sciences,
dating back to the 19th century, regarding the changes in community life due to economic
and technological advances. Some feel community life has been ´lost´ due to the emergence
of the industrial society, while others, by looking beyond locality as a deﬁning characteristic
of community, point to transformations in social life and the emergence of a ´liberated´
community (Quan Haase and Wellman, 2004). The breakthrough of the communicative use of
ICT, as illustrated by social computing applications, is providing clear signs that people are
indeed building new social ties and new social networks (e.g. communities of interest),
possibly leading to greater social engagement and providing the basis for a ´glocal´ (i.e.
simultaneously both global and local) civil society (Van Bavel et al, 2004). These digitalised
social networks allow people to construct and maintain personal digital identities and provide
ontological security (Giddens, 1993) – that is, having basic trust and conﬁdence in the
world you live in, which was provided by physical proximity and traditional ties in earlier
times. It is this trust and conﬁdence that is being developed in ICT-mediated communications
that is having an important impact of on the social fabric of society.

Economic relevance

There are diﬀerent aspects to the economic relevance of social computing. Some net-native
companies have become big corporations, showing huge proﬁts, like Google and eBay. The
wave of emerging Web 2.0 applications has also initiated various buyouts, mergers,
acquisitions and partnerships (for example, Yahoo buying Flickr, Google buying YouTube (15),
eBay buying Skype, News Corp. buying MySpace). Often this involves building up a large
customer base before selling (16).
Many small websites are also generating revenues now, mainly thanks to advertising. In this
way, even a small but well written blog can become a source of revenue and a full time job
for its owner. In a similar way, trading on eBay has become a full-time job for many of its
users: about 1 million people rely on it as primary or secondary source of income.
Secondly, many social computing applications and players represent a direct threat to
established industry leaders, in diﬀerent ways for the diﬀerent products, such as
telecommunications and content industries. VoIP, for instance, puts the revenue sources of
telecom operators at risk (with regard to voice traﬃc); wiﬁ sharing threatens the revenue
streams of Wireless Internet Service Providers (with regard to subscriptions for home
connections and consumption fees for nomadic hotspot connections). And a combination of
WiFI with VoIP might well change the whole operator business for good.
With regard to content industries, freely available user-produced content (blogs, wiki and
podcast) is competing with content produced by established providers (broadcasters,
newspapers, encyclopaedias) in terms of audience and advertising. Also, we cannot
underestimate the degree to which sharing of audiovisual content through peer-to-peer
platforms threatens the revenues of content industries, although it is uncertain the how long
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this will persist in the future, bearing in mind the increasing numbers of legal complaints by
the audiovisual industry. With regard to the software industry, the threat is perhaps less
immediate and less visible. However, Google, for example, has just launched several webbased collaborative applications (Google Apps service), which could become competitors of
MS Oﬃce.
Thirdly, social computing applications are already being used for professional purposes. Blogs
and wikis are increasingly used in the corporate world to collaborate inside and outside the
company. Peer-2-peer is being used by companies, especially in the media sector, to
distribute content eﬃciently. Most broadcasters distribute content via podcasting. Google
Earth has been used in the aftermath of the Katrina hurricane to support the relief eﬀort. And
of course, as this paper shows, researchers increasingly rely on wikipedia as a reliable source
for their work.
Last but not least, social computing applications change the relation between ﬁnal customers
and suppliers by reducing the information asymmetries. Thanks to horizontal sharing of
information between users, customers become “smarter”, more demanding, and more aware
of the choices  in one word, empowered. “Blog-alike” feedback and customer reviews are
now standard in e-commerce websites, and bloggers, for example, have been instrumental in
drawing attention to the faulty Sony batteries in some Dell products, forcing the ﬁrm to recall
4.1 million pieces.

Implications for innovation and competitiveness

Digital technologies have lowered the costs and complexities of content production and
distribution to such a degree that, potentially, every individual or group could become a
content producer, thus oﬀering an important development potential for Internet-based startups. However, with the burst of the Internet bubble, it appeared that low entry barriers alone
do not necessarily guarantee start-up survival in the longer term, if this is not accompanied
by a viable business model, based on real revenues (Punie, Burgelman & Bogdanowicz,
2002). Although this seem to be the diﬀerence today as compared to 7 years ago, it remains
to be seen if the business models for many applications are sustainable in the longer run.
Nevertheless, the economics of social computing look much less shaky than the economics of
applications during the Internet bubble a second bubble of the type of Internet bubble is not
impossible, but we assess it as unlikely. Social computing companies tend to have a smaller
cost base, since they rely on users for a large part of their output, viable business models,
and real market and they are much more closely integrated with the old economy, providing
increasingly predictable income streams.
In addition, since the basics of social computing consist of networking and communication
between humans, it is quite unlikely that services adressing the social needs of interacting
with people will diminish or disappear. It has been proven many times in the past that the
drivers for information society have been those addressing the need for communication
rather than information (Silverstone & Sorensen, 2006), as can be illustrated by the growth in
take up of communication facilities (email, mobile) against for instance the failure of
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information services such as WAP. Additional indirect evidence for the importance
communication is that communication services have registered the highest growth over the
last few years as a category of expenditure in household consumption, compared to other
spending categories such as for instance recreation and culture (although a problem is that
information spending is not a separate category (OECD 2005). Figure 3 ( 4).
Social computing developments not only give signs of societal re-engineering, including
through reshaping the economic relationships. The emerging and “dominant” role of the user
in the innovation process and its disruptive impact in the economic system ( the
democratisation of innovation (17)) generates and accelerates the creative destruction
(new players have emerged addressing the shift towards participation and new community
practices; old actors refusing to adapt to the new environment will disappear).
The emergence of social computing has signiﬁcant impacts on the value chain of aﬀected
industries. In particular, the role of platform providers is fundamental. Platform providers
attempting to integrate downstream and upstream of the value chain will inﬂuence the
alignment of diﬀerent layers of the ICT industry (18). A key issue seems to be thus how the
competition model will look on these emerging markets, especially in the integration of
vertical chains and emergence of new horizontal markets.
In particular, for the creative content industries, the impact can be observed across the whole
value chain: for content creation (lowering the barriers to entry, blurring the boundaries
between creators and users and bypassing the need for intermediaries e.g. publishers);
distribution (trend towards disaggregating in constituent parts e.g. singles, emergence of
new aggregators and integrated platforms and of a whole new range of attention services);
and ﬁnally user interaction (new channels for user feedback, self-publishing paradigm) (19).
The “economy of abundance” (20) is challenging for businesses. The abundance of
information causes scarcity of attention on the users´ side and, in turn, it has consequences
along the value chain. Recommendation systems like Amazon, last.fm, Pandora etc address
the relevancy issue, i.e. showing the user relevant content by generating relevant,
personalized recommendations based on user preferences (e.g.. the music you are listening
to). Approaches fall into either personalized recommendation (based on the individual´s past
behavior) or social recommendation (based on the past behavior of similar users). However,
issues like standards and infrastructure for building attention services need to be addressed.
A particular issue for innovation- led growth in ICT is IP protection. Anyone can for example
post a video in YouTube without owner permission and anyone can see it. People can
exchange potentially copyrighted material in MySpace. Current IPR systems need to be
adapted to the speciﬁc features of the social computing trends. Alternative licensing
frameworks such as Creative Commons (21) (CC) have emerged. CC enables owners of
copyright-protected material to publish material online and license this work free of charge to
users but with conditions (“Some Rights Reserved”). The BBC implemented a similar model
(BBC´s creative archive) (22) that released online nearly 500 clips, programmes and audio
tracks for the public to license and share in diﬀerent ways.
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Final reﬂections

Social computing applications have displayed a viral growth over the last past several years
and the trend is not likely to stop here. They are responding to underlying societal trends and
have already visible social and economic impact.
They represent both a challenge and an opportunity for research and policy. More research is
needed on the areas that would be most impacted, and to what extent. We assess that low
technological and ﬁnancial entry levels, contribution of the user contribution of the users and
viable business models make them likely to stay despite possible mini-bubbles. However,
more research is needed as to assess whether these developments would become
mainstream, what is the positioning of Europe and how important it is for Europe to have a
base in social computing applications.
New approaches are required so as to capture this new innovation dynamics and translate it
into a holistic approach to policy-making (in terms of R&D, deployment policies, business,
education, regulation). The development of social computing applications opens a wealth of
policy-related research questions (the following list is not exhaustive):
Users as creators and innovators – The role of users is a key driver and shaper of the current
technological revolution. This would mean that policies need to be more open to user-led
innovation and to provide the right context and platforms that would favour user-led, bottom
up innovation. In addition, there is a role for policy-makers to educate and raise skills so that
as many people as possible are able to play the role of creators and innovators.
Innovation and technology – Investment in R&D is even more important, however it needs
adapted to new realities.
Competition-friendly environment – New business practices and diﬀerent business
“mindsets”. Businesses need to address the shift towards participation and new community
practices. A key issue seems to be how the competition model will look on these emerging
markets, especially in the integration of vertical chains and emergence of new horizontal
markets.
Creating IPR- and DRM ” friendly” environment.
The move towards stronger IP and DRM protection needs to be balanced between the interest
of producers and users. A new model of innovation is emerging, which is open, collaborative,
multidisciplinary and global. New regulatory frameworks have also to ensure an adequate
balance between protection and the use of content. Potential solutions could be Creative
Commons, or new DRM forms such as “forensic” DRM. Harmonisation of IPR throughout
Europe is also an issue.
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